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Comprehension, Irritation
and Error Hierarchies
U Shaw Nicholas Gynan, The Universityof New Mexico
Introduction
There are several recurrent themes in the
study of native speaker attitudes towardinterlanguage. First among them treated in a recent review by Ludwig is comprehensibility,
that is, the ease with whichthe native speaker
can comprehendnonnativespeech.' Research
in the area of native speaker attitudes toward
nonnative speech reviewed in Ludwig has
shown that formalerrors are not well related
to comprehensibility of interlanguage. "Irritation" is also a topic of considerable interest. An assumption underlying the study of
irritation is that even if nonnative speech is
comprehensible, the formof the message may
be associated with a negative affective response from the native speaker. Certain formal or mechanical errors may be considered
more important than others by native speakers. The rankingof errors by comprehensibility, irritation or other criteria is referred to
as an error hierarchy.An interesting, detailed
example of an error hierarchybased on both
comprehensibilityand irritationmay be found
in an article by Chastain.2
The data to be discussed is part of a larger
study which compared attitudes of U.S. bilinguals and Spanish-speakinglearners of English towardnative and nonnative speech samples.,' Factor analysis of the data from this
study demonstrates that the concept of irritation needs clarification. Native speaker response to interlanguageis not solely the result
of irritationbut rather of evaluationas well.
In the present paper, the response of a native
speaker towardlanguageis shown to be largely evaluative and only slightly affective. Such
a response is referred to here as a language
attitude. Data will be presented below which
demonstrate that error hierarchies based on
language attitudes are tentatively valid with
reference to very low language ability. Comprehensibility is related to phonologicalcharacteristics of primitive interlanguage more
than to the morphosyntactic ones, but not
sufficientlyso to warranta hierarchyin which
phonologyis rankedfirst because of its impact
on comprehensibility.The findings show that

problems with morphology and syntax (referred to simply as morphosyntaxthroughout
this paper)are more salient to native speakers
than those with phonology, despite the fact
that comprehensibility is apparently somewhat related to phonological accuracy. The
practicalimplicationsof these findingsare that
the internalizationof morphosyntactic rules
should produce a certain level of accuracy in
order not to be salient to native speakers and
that teachers should encourage accuracy in
pronunciationnot simply by drillingpoints of
crucialcontrast,4but also by encouragingthe
student to view pronunciationin a global way
and thereby to develop a general 'feel' for
what sounds socially appropriate.
Many languageteachers, and perhaps even
most, use textbooks, teachingtechniques and
testing methods which emphasize the formal
accuracy of student speech. Errors in form
generally are not considered acceptable by
the teacher. Studies which compare teacher
attitudes and native speaker attitudes show
that some teachers are considerablymore severe in their ratings of nonnative speech on
formalaspects.' If these ratings are representative of teacher attitudes, then 'irritation'and
proof of the existence of native speaker irritation is an issue of considerable importance.
Studies of irritation generally involve an attempt to develop an error hierarchy which
ranks errors in terms of the degree to which
native speakers are annoyedby them. If native
speakers are annoyed by certain errors, then
perhaps the teacher should strive to eliminate
those errors in the classroom. If, on the other
hand, natives are not annoyed by any particular error, then another approachmay be more
appropriate.
Ollerhas theorized the existence of a global
languagefactor whichappearsto explaincommon variance in different tests of language
ability."Recently, this global language factor
has been challenged on the grounds that a
general or 'g' factor can be extracted by analysis of any data set.7 Althoughthe general factor demonstrated by Oller may be an artefact
of the type of factor analysis used, Oller still
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feels justifiedin claimingthatthere is a general
language ability.8There are notable exceptional cases of students who speak a foreign
language fluently but with little grammatical
accuracyor vice versa. Notwithstandingthese
interesting cases, improvements in student
pronunciation, syntax and vocabulary seem
to be related. As one area of performance
improves, so do the others.9 If a learner is
not outstandingly inaccurate in a particular
aspect of his production, then it is possible
that there is indeed no error hierarchy,and
that speakers will respond to the various aspects of nonnativespeech in a globalmanner.
Irritation,as treated by Chastain,Albrechtsen and others, appears to be similarto what
has been defined in this paper as a language
attitude. A precise definitionof irritationand
of language attitude presupposes a definition
of attitude. Accordingto some social psychologists, an attitude is a learned predisposition
to respond in a consistently favorableor unfavorableway with regardto an object, entity,
person or state."'The way in which a person
responds to an object needs to be specified
in order to define more clearly what an attitude is. Attitude toward language may be
measured by determining whether the listener feels good or bad about the language
or whether the listener thinks the language
is good or bad. The former attitude is affective, and the latter is evaluative. Irritation,
by this definition, is an affective language attitude. Attitudes toward learners' language
(not "irritation"),are evaluativeand affective.
People don't simply feel bad when they hear
languagethey don'tlike, but ratherthey evaluate the language as being bad or good and
may associate that attribute of the language
with affect.
The following discussion will present evidence to supporta numberof workinghypotheses. First, evaluativeand affective language
attitudes are not empiricallydistinguishable.
Second, error hierarchieswhich assign greater gravity to morphosyntacticerrors may be
validatedempirically.Finally,fine divisions in
error hierarchiesmay not be validatedempirically.These hypotheses, if true, indicatethat
"irritation"as such does not exist, that error
hierarchies are too specific, and that after a
certain level of language proficiency, attention to and direct correction of one problem
area, pronunciation,is not warranted. Evidence presented here suggests applications

and further confirms the validityof "monitor
theory" and the related communicativeor natural approach."The defense of communicative methods of language teaching presented
here is novel and indirect, since social psychologicalevidence (as opposed to psycholinguistic evidence) is the basis of this research.
Sample Population and Materials
Nonnative speakers were recruited from
fourth semester Spanish classes at the University of Texas at Austin and were asked to
record a narrative description of transportation development by means of an oral composition technique, which utilizes a series of
photographsto guide the narrationand control
the vocabulary used. Thereby external constraints on linguistic creativity are reduced,
which is needed for elicitation of useful and
realistic samples of interlanguage.'2This type
of elicitation controls speech samples by requiringuse of past, present and futuretenses
and by limitingeach to a topic of neutralaffective impact. Control of affective content has
been commonly advocated and used in sociolinguistic research.1
Of the samples selected for use in the study,
one was representative of fairly low ability
and interest at the fourth semester level, and
another was representative of above average
ability and interest at the same level. Choice
of these tapes, and of the native or native-like
samples which were used in the larger study,
were made on the basis of a particularlinguistic feature which was hypothesized to be of
value in predictinglanguageattitudes: rate of
speech as measured in words or segments
per minute. The rate of speech of the low
ability speaker (henceforth referred to as the
'beginner' for the sake of convenience) was
25 words per minute and that of the 'intermediate' speaker was 39 words per minute.
Native speakers who participatedin the elicitation experiments spoke at an average rate
of 110 words per minute.
The tape samples were rated by 186 Spanish speakers from El Paso, Mexico and Venezuela. Most of these Spanish speakers were
between the ages of 18 and 24. They were
recruited voluntarily,and were given ample
time to read through the questionnaire and
ask questions aboutits formatandvocabulary.
All participantswere told that the purpose of
the experiment was to measure their reactions to native and nonnative Spanish.
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The questionnaireconsisted of statements
about the vocabulary, syntax and pronunciation of the nonnative speaker. Another series
of items dealt with social and affective assessment of the speaker as inferred from the
speech, but these are not discussed here, as
they are not language attitudes. All items on
the questionnairerequired the rater to agree
or disagree with a positive statement by indicating the degree to which they agreed or
disagreed on a seven-point scale. The use of
a scale with an odd numberof choices, allowed
the participant the option of expressing no
opinion. This was stressed to the native
speakers who rated the tape samples. Most
of the language-related questions measured
evaluativelanguage attitudes, while one measured affective language attitude.
Questions dealing with phonology asked
how well the speaker pronounces X, where
X was a letter or series of letters. The words
'vowel,' 'consonant,' and 'Spanish'were also
used in place of X. The inclusion of the item
"b,d,g" was intended to measure the native
speaker's reaction to occlusive pronunciation
of intervocalic fricatives. The inclusionof the
item "p,t,k" was intended to measure the native speaker reactionto aspirationof voiceless
stops. By measuringthe reactionto vowels, it
was hoped to discover what the reaction was
to diphthongizationof simple vocalic nuclei.
These and other sound problems are characteristic of Anglo pronunciationof Spanish. In
pilot interviews with native speakers and tape
samples in an informal setting which were
carried out prior to the formal experiment,
comments were made aboutthe pronunciation
of certain sounds, especially those noted
above, and as well about the pronunciationof
vibrants as retroflex vocoids. Another group
of questions dealt with aspects of syntax and
morphology, such as noun-adjective agreement, verb agreement, and sentence construction. Finally two items dealt with the
listener's comprehension and like or dislike
of the speech sample.
Data Analysis and Results
A standardfactor analyticprogramwas employedto determine whether or not one factor
could be posited to explain native speakers'
ratings. Responses to the items were intercorrelated, the resulting correlation matrix
was converted so that tests with more shared
variance would determine the factor struc-

ture, principal factors were extracted and
varimax rotation was performed to yield an
interpretable solution.14 The terminal factor
solution was based on responses by all native
speakers who participated in the study to
the tape samples. It was felt that the factor
structure would vary from sample to sample,
although there were no specific predictions
regarding such differences. Therefore, factor
solutions were derived for each individual
sample.
In simpler terms, the factor analyticprocedure enableddeterminationof whether raters
tended to answer certain questions in the
same way. The analysis demonstrated that
indeed this was the case. Compositevariables
were constructed based on the factor analysis, and mean native speaker languageratings
on each variablewere calculated.These mean
subjective ratings were then compared informally with objective linguistic measures of
phonology and morphosyntax.This was done
in an attempt to demonstrate which objective
linguisticmeasures best predicted the subjective language measures.
Morphological errors were classified according to type of form/functionunit involved,
and a total morphosyntacticaccuracyrate was
calculatedby dividingthe numberof correctly
produced morphemes by the total number of
morphemes in the sample. A series of phonological measures was made, includingconsonantal and vocalic accuracy, variation and
number of segments per phonic group, and
several types of hesitation, as originallyidentified by Maclayand Osgood.15 In Table 1 partial results of the analysis of the speech of
the two nonnative speakers are presented.
The intermediate Anglo is slightly better
than the beginner on most measures. The
average clause length (ACL)is slightly longer,
the intermediate language learner tends to
subordinate a little more (SCI) and coordinate somewhat less than the beginner (MCI)
and the averagelength of the sentences (ASL)
in the speech of the intermediate language
learner is longer. The intermediate learner
uses correct morphemes 86% of the time, as
compared to the beginner's rate of 82%.
The intermediate learner pronounces consonants and vowels correctly 82% and 80%,
respectively, whereas the beginner pronounces consonants andvowels correctly only
79% and 70%, respectively. Althoughthe beginner tends to vary length of phonic groups
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more than the intermediatelearner, the latter
has longer breath groups, indicatingthat his
speech is slightly less 'choppy' than that of
Table1: 'LinguisticAnalysis of Speech Samples'
Intermediate Beginner
1:41
1:38
SampleTime
ACL
8.2
6.8
SCI
1.1
1.0
MCI
1.4
1.5
ASL
13.2
10.2
Total Words
66
41
82%
MorphologicalAccuracy 86%
Rate (words/minute)
39
25
ConsonantAccuracy
82%
79%
Vowel Accuracy
80%
70%
Number of segments per phonic group
Mean
6.8
6.6
S.D.
3.83
4.23
Total hesitations/minute
28.5
26.9
Non-phonemiclengthenings of segments/minute
7.1
.6
Unfilledpauses/minute
6.5
12.9
Filledpauses/minute
8.3
8.6
Retraced hesitations/minute
6.4
4.9

the beginner. A further indicationof greater
fluency on the part of the intermediatelearner
is a lower use of filled pauses (pauses during
which one says 'um,' 'uh' and so on) and unfilled pauses (silent pauses) than the beginner's; however, the intermediate uses nonphonemic lengthening of segments and retraces more thanthe beginner,thus producing
overall a greater rate of hesitation.
Partial results of factor analysis of the responses to speech of the intermediatestudent
of Spanish are presented in Table 2. All of
the items evaluativeof the speech of the intermediate student loaded to one factor. It will
be recalled that a seven-point scale was used
for evaluation. The intermediate student received the lowest scores on morphosyntax.
Items dealing with fluency, verb conjugation,
sentence structure, and adjective agreement
were assigned ratings around 2.1 or lower.
On the other hand, the intermediatelanguage
learner was rated somewhat higher on items
dealing with comprehensibility and pronunciation, receiving about 3.0. Appeal of accent, a more affective measure of language
attitude, was apparentlyunrelated to the language factor.
It is quite difficultto comparethe subjective
ratings made by the native speakers in this

Table2: 'FactorAnalysis--Intermediate Anglo'
Factor 1- Language
Item Label
Loadings Means Sigmas
.77
2.6
1.36
Diphthongs
Vowels
.74
2.7
1.42
Pronunciationptk
.74
3.0
1.64
Pronunciationbdg
.74
2.8
1.63
2.1
1.29
Adjectiveagreement .72
Verbconjugation
.68
1.9
1.19
Sentence structure
.66
2.1
1.24
2.3
1.24
Spanishpronunciation .64
Pronunciationr rr
.63
2.5
1.40
.58
1.7
1.06
Fluency
.40
3.4
1.76
Comprehension

study directly with the objective linguistic
measures detailed in Table 1. Raters who are
not linguists cannot be expected to make
reasonable judgments about the complex aspects of speech measured in this study and
it was quite likely that they did not have the
vocabularyto understandor respond to such
questions. The word 'diphthong'is encountered fairly frequently in language courses,
but many raters asked that the word be defined when given a chance to ask questions
before taking the test.
The relationshipbetween subjectiveandobjective measures may be understood better
by comparingsubjective measures of phonology and morphologywith objectively derived
rates of phonologicaland morphosyntacticaccuracy.The intermediatespeakeractuallyhad
a higher rate of morphosyntactic accuracy,
and yet he was rated lower on items dealing
with morphosyntacticaccuracy than on phonologicalaccuracy (see Table 2). This is fairly
convincingevidence that the morphosyntactic
errors were somewhat more salient thanphonological ones, even though there was not
sufficient difference in the ratings of morphosyntax and phonology to produce two language factors.
The factor analysis for the speaker of lower
ability was quite interesting in that all questions dealing with vocabulary and syntax
loaded to one factor and all pronunciation
items loaded to a second factor (see Table3).
As in the case of the intermediate speaker,
the speech of the beginner was rated lower
on all items dealing with morphosyntaxthan
those dealing with phonology.Looking at the
objective measures of morphosyntaxandphonology of the speech of the beginner, we find
that his rate of morphosyntacticaccuracywas
82%whereas his rate of phonologicalaccuracy
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was 79% for consonants and only 70% for factorwithwhichcomprehensibility
wouldbe
vowels.The case of the lowerabilityspeaker highlycorrelated.
even more convincinglydemonstratesthat
is less importantthanmorpho- PedagogicalImplications
pronunciation
The resultsof this studyclarifyandqualify
syntax.
previousfindingsreviewedby Ludwigand
Table3: 'FactorAnalysis--Beginning Learner'
others. Morphological
errors are apparently
more salient than phonologicalones in the
Factor 1- Morphology
speech of beginningsecond languagelearnItem Label
Loadings Means Sigmas
ers.
An errorhierarchybasedon the relative
.76
1.3
.72
Vocabulary
salience
of morphologicalerrors to native
Confidence
.75
1.3
.65
1.7
.88
speakersis thereforeempirically
justified,but
Adjectiveagreement .73
.72
1.3
.70
cannotbe made any more specificsince no
Fluency
Verb conjugation
.70
1.6
.90
particulartypeof errorwithineitherthe morSentence structure
1.6
1.04
.69
phologicalor phonologicalcategory is espe.52
1.5
.96
Appealof accent
to nativespeakciallyannoyingor "irritating"
Factor 2- Pronunciation
ers. At the intermediatelevel, no errors of
Item Label
Loadings Means Sigmas
or morphosynany kind, eitherphonological
2.6
Pronunciationptk
-.82
1.62
tactic, are salient. Nativespeakerresponse
-.81
2.4
Pronunciationbdg
1.60
to intermediateinterlanguage
is global,which
Vowels
-.75
2.3
1.35
maybe a responseto the globallanguagefacPronunciationr rr
2.1
1.26
-.63
tor positedby Oller.
-.61
2.0
1.20
Diphthongs
textbook writ1.17
1.9
Communicatively-oriented
Spanishpronunciation -.50
-.31
2.3
1.60
ers have deemphasizedconsiderablythe imComprehension
portanceof discreteaspects of pronunciation
Further evidence of the importanceof mor- and other areas of formalaccuracy,concenphosyntacticfeatures to native listeners is the tratinginstead on communicativeeffectivefact that of appeal of accent is correlated with ness and fluency. In contrast, many high
the morphosyntactic factor extracted in the schoolandcollegetextbooksarebasedonthe
analysis of ratings of the speech of the begin- audiolingual
approachandemphasizecorrect
andnative-likespeedat the outning language learner; however, it is impor- pronunciation
tant to note that the correlation of appeal of set of a course.'1 Manyteachershave seen
accent with the underlyingmorphologicalfac- thatevenstudentstrainedto imitateaccurateerrors when
tor (the 'loading')is only moderate and dem- ly repeat typicalpronunciation
onstrates that such a level of morphosyntactic attemptingto communicate.The conclusion
shouldbe thatteachersshouldnot drillpoints
inaccuracyis only somewhat "irritating."
The factor analysis of ratings of the begin- of phoneticcontrastsince no errorin particuto nativespeakers.Neverner also provide interesting evidence regard- laris of importance
ing the relationship between comprehensi- theless, since phonologymay be relatedto
teachersshouldencourage
bility and interlanguage. The factor labeled comprehensibility,
ofthe importanceofgood
phonology consists of items evaluativeof pro- a globalappreciation
at thebeginningandthroughout
nunciation(the negative signs may be ignored pronunciation
in comparingloadings as they are an artefact the formalinstructionof the languagelearner.
of the factor analysis and irrelevant to the Since morphosyntaxis demonstrablymore
issues at hand). The item dealing with com- importantto nativespeakers, then perhaps
prehensibility of nonnative speech loads to that shouldbe given more attentionat the
the phonologicalfactor, this despite the sali- initialstages by providingmoreinputof reledata and
ence of morphosyntacticfactors. The loading vant, meaningfulmorphosyntactic
structuredfeedback.Further(or correlation) is weak and not well-related corresponding
to this factor, but it is reasonable to assume
that less accurate phonology (e.g., that of a
first semester student) would lower comprehensibility of the learner's speech and that
factor analysis of native speaker ratings of
such speech would produce a phonological

more, the data suggest that if students venture out into the real linguistic world before
attaining a rate of morphosyntacticaccuracy
of, say, at least 85%, their interlanguagemay
be salient and irritating.
An error hierarchywhich gives more impor-
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tance of morphosyntax than to phonology is
valid at beginning levels, but the importance
of such an error hierarchybased on language
attitudes (and not on comprehensibility)must
be qualified.The speakers in this study, measured on a scale from one to seven, were not
given average ratings on any item of four or
above, which would have indicated a neutral
or positive evaluationof the speech. On every
item, morphosyntactic or phonological, the
language learners were given negative evaluations. This shouldunderscore to the teacher
that indeed it is important that the student
gain a certain level of morphosyntactic and
phonological accuracy. Even though native
speakers did not correctly perceive that both
speakers were actuallymore accurate in their
morphosyntax than in pronunciation,the native speakers did correctly rate the beginner
lower on both morphosyntax and phonology
than the intermediate learner.
"Irritation"implies an affective response
to a speech sample, yet affective ratings of
interlanguageare indistinguishablefrom evaluative attitudes. Fishbein and Ajzen, among
others, suggest that attitudes are largelyevaluative. Nevertheless, in this study the more
salient errors of a beginner appear to be 'irritating.' Ludwig signals the importance of
morphology, syntax and lexicon to comprehensibility and cites evidence to support the
importanceof those linguisticfactors. Surprisingly, then, the present study indicates that
comprehensibilityis more related tophonological factors. Further study of native speaker
comprehension and irritation using a large
variety of interlanguage samples should help
to determine at what level of linguisticability
both irritationand comprehension correlate
highly with empiricallyderived linguistic factors. Such informationwill enable educators
to develop instructional priorities based on
error hierarchies.
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